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PREMIUM CARBON FIBER GRIPS
Custom Handcrafted

REDLINE CARBON FIBER ELITES
If you won’t settle for anything less than the absolute best, you absolutely GOTTA get a set of these for your
favorite handgun!

The Elite series of handgun grips is the latest addition to our premium Redline Carbon Fiber handgun grip line
and frankly we think it is one of our best products to date! Each pair features a finely finished hardwood body
which has been masterfully accented with distinctive carbon fiber leading and trailing edges and our unique
“Redline” liner.  Each pair is finished by hand by a master craftsman to provide you with an exceptional product
you will be proud to put on your favorite firearm.

While we would love to impress you with our high quality hand-selected hardwoods, our premium 3/8” solid
plain weave carbon fiber fabric which is specially manufactured for X-CaliberGrips, our unique “Redline” liners
(available in black, gray, white, or red), and our old-world craftsmanship and attention to detail, there is really
only one reason to buy these grips: THEY LOOK COOL!
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ABOUT OUR GUN GRIPS
The photographs on these pages are representative of the grain, figurative, and coloration which is generally
found in a particular species of wood. However, due to the natural variations which occur throughout a block
of wood, each pair of grips will be unique.  Our “standard” handcrafted gun grips tend to be a little thicker
(typically 30% thicker) than the stock grips provided by most gun manufacturers.

Each sample grip is shown displayed on a “stock” 45 calibre handgun.  However, we routinely design and
handcraft grips for a wide variety of guns. Please contact us with your specific requirements and we will be
happy to design a set of grips for your specific weapon. GUNS ARE NOT INCLUDED WITH ANY HANDGUN
GRIP ORDER!

Your handgun gr ips may be
handcrafted out of any of the premium
hardwoods shown below.

PREMIUM HARDWOODS


